Review – Blinded by the Light

Good – 38
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An excellent choice.
Good ++ Interesting to see relationship between father and son. Very emotional
ending but most enjoyable.
I thought the film was very good. I really enjoyed it.
A brilliant film.
I really enjoyed Blinded by the Light.
Very well acted and pulled at the emotions. Hadn’t realised how good his music
was, despite growing up at the time.

OK – 1

•

A bit too feel good and like a
musical for me. For people not
familiar with the words of
Springsteen songs more
subtitles needed.
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Perfect viewing for miserable Winter evening. Easy, light-hearted watch with
predictable storyline but great soundtrack.
I thought it a powerful film, that enabled you to see like in UK from another
perspective. It was also beautifully acted. Very good.
An enjoyable film, especially all the cultural reference such as huge mobile
phone, mullet hairstyles etc!
Excellent portrayal of difficult relationships. How did Javed learn to drive? I can't
imagine his Dad teaching him and surely they couldn't afford lessons? Maybe I
am going by today's prices!
A well-made, lively and attractive 'coming of age' film, with a great soundtrack for
Bruce Springsteen fans. Interesting use of graphics showing the lyrics as Javed
listened to them. Although some of the key characters were under-developed,
there were many excellent cameos including Mr Evans, Emma, Colin Hand and
Eliza's parents. Looked good too.
Light hearted look at some serious issues, but helped me empathize with cultural
dilemmas. Third viewing just as enjoyable.
I thought it was a Good film and enjoyed it.
Very good - unfortunately the problems depicted don't seem to have been
resolved.
A thoughtful and inspiring film with which to start a new year.
Fantastic feel good with a reminder of how awful the NF was and is. Great use of
the music with suitable gentle humour that was sympathetic and not mocking.
Very Good. Well-crafted. Typical clever British romcom - funny, entertaining yet
poignant and thoughtful. Thank you, committee, for setting a good tone on a wet,
January night.
Extremely good. More like this one please.
I enjoyed the film despite the clichés. It was nice to come out smiling and still
singing the songs.
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A really good film. Amongst the best we've seen. It showed a bleak side of Britain
at the time and the division between cultures, mainly perpetrated by racist idiots.
Thankfully we have moved on somewhat. Great courage and dignity showed by
Javed's family. Brilliant music throughout. It was heartwarming to see the family
reconciled at the end. A well told story. Thank you for showing it.
All good, the acting, the story line, all the cast. Some very moving moments
particularly when father and mother were doing business in the pawn brokers.
Brilliant insights into relationships. Thank you committee for showing this film.
We enjoyed it and had a good cry!
Better than good!
Tramps like us, baby, we were born to run and like this film. Good fun.
Nice depiction of a coming-of-age story with a twist. Possibly slightly too long,
maybe one or two too many singalongs, but its heart was in the right place and
was certainly enjoyable and uplifting.
Enjoyable.
I enjoyed the film, and great to see a film showing an aspect of life for young
people in the 1980s, in Luton.

